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now lets start our anno 1800 pc setup. the developer took up the classic city builder gameplay.
the player will choose the location and environment where they would like to set up their city.

the player can choose from three different plans such as the industrial, scientific, and cultural. all
three are a bit different and will give the player various tasks that will develop the city. the

industrial plan, for example, will give the player the chance to build factories, and other
industries such as oil rigs, power plants, and many more. the scientific plan will make the player
responsible for research and development of technology. last but not least, the cultural plan will
make the player responsible for the museums, concert halls, and libraries. each of these plans
will also involve various tasks that need to be completed in order to successfully complete the
plan. the player will need to manage workers and take care of the various public needs that

people require, such as hospitals and so forth. each city will have its own needs that the player
will need to consider and balance with his decisions. it is a very simple concept, but it is a bit

tricky to understand at first glance. if the player has any questions on how the city works, then
he will find the help of the game guide which will explain each plan in detail. the player will be
able to create three different cities. in one city, the player will have the chance to make a very

modern city with the industrial plan. in the second city, the player will be able to make a
futuristic city with the scientific plan. and in the third city, the player will be able to create a very
traditional city with the cultural plan. for each plan, the player will be given a set amount of time
to complete the city. however, if he wishes to leave, then he will receive a refund for the time he
has spent. once the city is finished, the player will be able to see the city and the various parts

that he has built. this is where the game guide becomes really useful, because the player will be
able to decide which parts of the city he wants to develop. the city is developed with the help of

a variety of different elements, which include land, industry, population, and many more. the
player will see the different graphical elements that he has built, such as the oil rigs, factories,
hospitals, and so forth. the player will also be able to see all the different parts of the city, such

as the shopping malls, transport networks, and so forth.
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i love blue byte's anno strategy games and this title looks like it will be the best one yet (i'll try to
keep this review spoiler-free).  ubisoft has been working hard to support epic games store on

consoles, but i don't understand why they don't do the same on pc, where they are doing
extremely well. instead of having a god game launching around the world in the first week of
april, it'll probably be first week of june. this will take some extra weeks to be sorted out. why
release it early on pc? i also understand that you have a publisher deal with epic games, but it
still shouldn't be early in the year. instead, they could have waited until the end of the year to
get their game into my hands and launch the pc version at the very beginning of 2019 (i think

that's how ubisoft's anno is marketed). hopefully, that will improve the pc version. hey, i
absolutely love blue byte's anno series on the pc, and i'm anxiously anticipating its release on

xbox one and ps4.  this time around, players will be responsible for the growth of their own city,
and its technology. you can build various types of structures from shipping-track to suspension-

bridge to factories. you have a limited amount of money to unlock new constructions and
technology.  blue byte has perfected its formula over the years, and the pc version has that
same visual polish as every anno title that has come out. you can play with your friends (one

player per ps4 and xbox one console), play alone, take on one of five different challenge
missions, or build anything you can dream of.  5ec8ef588b
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